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Summary/Abstract: Dracula: historical character, legendary figure, myth. Medically and psychologically, a normal and abnormal character. Literarily, the archetypal vampire monster transcending time and space, the main character of the novel Dracula (Bram Stoker, 1897), a gothic and allegoric tale that renders evident primordial struggles such as the eternal fight between the dark and the light, the conflict between Christ and Satan, the complex allegories of sex (Wolf 1993: VII). The Irish writer authored the world-famous image of a creature endowed with such a tremendous symbolical force that, in time, it became a true popular hero, detested by most people, but very much admired by others.
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It wasn't clear what would happen to the final season of Telltale's The Walking Dead after the company's sudden and shocking closure in September. Production was picked up by Skybound Games, using some of the original Telltale team. The latest episode continues one of the series' best seasons. But playing it, I get a sense that something is slightly off. James wants to help her understand his belief that the undead still have a spark of their former selves deep within. The scene, which takes place in first person, feels like you are always one mistake away from death. After years of stabbing and shooting zombies, being this close with them and being asked to leave them alone is difficult. It's frightening and meditative, posing questions about the nature of death in the franchise. Are zombies considered dead or alive? This depends completely on the specific genre you are dealing with. Haitian voodoo zombies have living bodies. Classic 'undead' supernatural zombies that one might find in stories with ghouls, ghosts, vampires and werewolves are animated corpses, and thus dead. Infection style zombies such as in 28 days later / 28 weeks later are living people with a disease that makes them aggressive and crazy. Zombies are classified as "undead" which in term defines to dead but still animate, meaning while they are dead they are still alive in some way. they have the ability to seem alive by walking and grunting and eating, maybe even running. they arent able to talk except in some fiction movies/shows like warm bodies, they can hear and taste, maybe. Academic journal article Romanian Journal of Artistic Creativity. Dead, Undead, but Still Alive. By Tudor, Lucia-Alexandra. Read preview.